A Bold New Transportation Vision in 5 Big Moves
A key moment for the region
Complete Corridors

repurposed | multi-modal | connected
active management | congestion pricing | charging infrastructure
Transit Leap

- high frequency
- high capacity
- high speed
- fixed guideway
- convenient
Mobility Hubs

integrated services | origins and destinations | amenities | multi-modal infrastructure | smart growth
Flexible Fleets

personalized | shared | autonomous | on-demand
dedicated space | electric
Next OS

data exchange | real-time information | IoT | optimized performance
integrated app
Potential Critical Connections

- High Speed Complete Corridor
- East-West Complete Corridor
- Blue Line Express
- Purple Line
- Del Mar Trench
- UTC-Sorrento Valley Connector
- Mobility Hubs
Foundation for a Bold New Vision
“The problems of the world cannot possibly be solved by skeptics or cynics whose horizons are limited by the obvious realities. We need men who can dream of things that never were and ask ‘why not?’”

John F. Kennedy
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